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Group Discussion: Dissect This Discovery Example
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Example continued.
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Dissect This Discovery Discussion Points
Discuss the example from a usability heuristics perspective. I
• What seems problematic?
• What works well?
• What would you want to change/improve

Selected Usability Heuristics
2. Match between system and the real world
The system should speak the users' language rather than system-oriented terms. Follow real-world conventions.
• Minimal library jargon
• Search box on top, facets on left, pagination on bottom
• Relevant details in the results (e.g. type, year, author, # pages)

4. Consistency and standards
Users shouldn't have to wonder whether different words, situations, or actions mean the same thing. Follow platform
conventions.
• Consistent use of “scholarly” vs. “peer-reviewed”
• Navigation elements remain consistent

6. Recognition rather than recall
Minimize memory load by making objects, actions, and options visible. Instructions should be visible or easily
retrievable.
•
•
•

Icons are recognizable
Obvious ability to save/email an item; go to advanced search
It’s clear where you are and what you searched

8. Aesthetic and minimalist design
Dialogues should not contain information which is irrelevant or rarely needed.
•
•
•

Simplistic design; plenty of white space; easy to skim results
Common facets are exposed, the rest are collapsed
Minimal instructional content

10. Help and documentation
Any necessary help documentation should be easy to search, focused on the user's task, list concrete steps to be carried
out, and not be too large.
•
•
•

Relevant and easy-to-understand help or FAQ web pages
Contextual help at point of need (e.g. suggested queries, autocomplete, autosuggest)
Obvious option for live help (chat, phone)

More information on heuristics: 10 Usability Heuristics for User Interface Design. www.nngroup.com/articles/tenusability-heuristics
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Group Discussion: Admin Module Tour
Use the Admin Tour handouts and, as a group, identify and circle the admin feature you would use to:
• Change the banner/logo
• Change the label/text used for a facet
• Change the chat widget
• Modify or add CSS or scripts?

Group Discussion: Hacking
Code Example
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

<div id=”mysearch” style=”display:none”>ep.SearchTerm</div>
<script type="text/javascript" src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.8.2/jquery.min.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript">
$('.related-info-area:contains("Exact Match...")', window.parent.document).css('display','none');
var searchterm = document.getElementById('mysearch').innerHTML.toLowerCase();
if ((searchterm == "wos") || (searchterm == "web of science)) {
resultdiv1 = '<div class="knownitems" id="Placard_widget" style="border-width:2px;borderstyle:outset;border-color:#12408c;background-color:#cde2f8;padding:10px;"><div style="float:left;
padding:10px;"><p style="font-size:120%;font-weight:bold;color:black;">Access <a
href="https://clsproxy.library.caltech.edu/login?url=http://isiknowledge.com/wos" target="_blank"><em>Web
of Science</em></a> directly.</p></div></div></div>';
$('.result-list', window.parent.document).before(resultdiv1);
}
</script>

8
9
10

Discussion Points
•
•
•

What is the likely purpose of the code?
Where would you load this type of code in your discovery system?
What are potential problems/risks?
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EBSCOadmin
Searching Tab

Results Screen options

Branding Elements

\

Primo Central
Mapping to Tables for Configuration

HTML Files

File Uploader

Summon: Selected Admin Conrtols
Settings General

Logos

Summon 2.0 Customization

Facets

Chat

Librarian Contact

